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Strengthening the presidency; Weakening the democracy:
A brief analysis of the Twentieth Amendment to the Constitution of Sri Lanka
On 22 October 2020, the Twentieth Amendment (20A) to the Constitution of Sri Lanka was
enacted.1 The 20A reversed much of the reforms introduced by the preceding Nineteenth
Amendment (19A) to the Constitution, with the primary effect of the 20A being the consolidation
of power in the office of the executive president.
This article explores the 20A and is divided into two main sections. Firstly, it will briefly set out
the background to the passage of the 20A. Second, the features of the 20A will be discussed in
respect of their implications on governance and the constitution.

I. Background to the passage of the 20A
The passage of the 19A: Yahapalanaya on the rise
The 19A was passed in April 2015 by the then Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP) - United National
Party (UNP) coalition government (Yahapalanaya government).2 The 19A sought to repeal the
Eighteenth Amendment (18A), which was notable for hyper-strengthening the office of the
executive president and removing key checks and balances.3
The 19A introduced several reforms to the constitution, with the expectations of democratising
and depoliticising governance.4 Some of these reforms included:
• re-introducing the Constitutional Council (CC) to approve the president’s appointments
and removals of high-ranking officials and members of independent commissions;
• restricting the immunity of the president by allowing Fundamental Rights applications to
be filed against decisions of the president; and
• limiting the number of cabinet ministers that can be appointed and the number of
ministerial portfolios that can be held by the president.5

The undoing of the 19A: Yahapalanaya in disarray
The Yahapalanaya coalition soon began to disintegrate, as reports of disagreements between the
former President Maithripala Sirisena led-SLFP faction and the former Prime Minister Ranil
Wickramasinghe led-UNP faction began to regularly surface.6 These disagreements culminated in
the 2018 ‘constitutional coup’, where President Sirisena sought to remove Prime Minister
Wickramasinghe from the post of prime minister and prematurely dissolve parliament.7 This
plunged Sri Lanka into a two-month long constitutional impasse, where the 19A was sharply
criticised as having created an unworkable governance structure.8
In April 2019, a serious lapse in national security resulted in the Easter Sunday Attacks. Many
opponents of the 19A attributed this set back to inherent issues in the 19A.9 In particular, the
reduced powers of the president under the 19A were pointed out as having compromised
national security, bringing security concerns to the forefront of political discourse.10
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The mandate to repeal the 19A: 2019 presidential election and 2020 general election
In this background, Sri Lanka held its presidential election on 16 November 2020. The main
contender was the Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna (SLPP) candidate Gotabaya Rajapaksa, who
served as defence secretary during his brother, Mahinda Rajapaksa’s tenure as president.
Gotabaya Rajapaksa ran on the ticket of strengthening national security and stabilising the
economy, which he intended on achieving by repealing the 19A.11 At the election, Rajapaksa
secured a clear mandate, having obtained 52.25% of the popular vote and approximately 1.3
million more votes than the next contender; Sajith Premadasa of the Samagi Jana Balawegaya. 12
Immediately after Rajapaksa’s victory, politicians called for fresh parliamentary elections to
enable the SLPP to secure a two-thirds majority in parliament to enable the repeal of the 19A.13
As the COVID-19 pandemic further crippled the economy, the calls to repeal the 19A and create a
strong executive who can stabilize the economic and security interests were amplified. These
political trends and shifts dominated the media and significantly shaped public discourse on
governance.14
At the parliamentary elections held on 05 August 2020, the Rajapaksa led political alliance
secured more than 150 of the 225 seats, thereby obtaining a two-thirds majority.15 Soon
thereafter, repeal of the 19A was called for, and the newly appointed cabinet of ministers
appointed a committee to draft a Bill to repeal the 19A.16
The replacing of the 19A and passage of the 20A
The 20A Bill was published in the Gazette on 28 August 2020 and was subsequently challenged
in the Supreme Court.17 On 20 October 2020, the Speaker formally conveyed to parliament that
the Supreme Court had determined that the 20A Bill could be passed by a two-third majority,
except for four clauses that required further approval at a referendum.18
The 20A Bill was debated in parliament on 21 and 22 October 2020. Notably, the final Bill
presented to parliament did not contain the four clauses that required approval by a referendum,
as determined by the Supreme Court. Despite the opposition vehemently opposing the 20A Bill, a
total of 156 parliamentarians voted in favour of the 20A Bill, thereby passing the 20A and
effectively replacing the 19A.19
II. Features of the 20A and their implications
The 20A has far reaching implications on the constitution and governance of Sri Lanka. The
implications of the 20A will be explored in light of six aspects of the constitution: 1) the executive
president; 2) the Parliamentary Council; 3) the cabinet of ministers; 4) the parliament; 5) the
judiciary; and 6) independent commissions.
1) The Executive President
It is evident that bolstering the office of the executive president was the predominant feature of
the 20A. Four key features are analysed in respect of their implications on the executive
presidency.
a. The power to appoint and remove high-ranking officials and independent commissions
Under the 20A, the president is required to seek the observations of the Parliamentary Council
(PC) before appointing high-ranking officials20 and the members of independent commissions.21
However, the president is not bound by the observations of the PC. Thus, the president is
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effectively vested with complete discretion when making appointments. This is in contrast to the
19A, where the CC’s approval was necessary before the president could make such appointments.
The 20A also vests the president with the power to remove high-ranking officials and members
of independent commissions where the constitution or other law does not set a procedure for
removal.22
These offices and commissions embody key institutions, whose independence is vital for
democratic governance. Under the 20A, the president has full control in determining the holders
and composition of these offices, effectively granting the president the ability to influence several
key aspects of governance. Consequently, the independence of these institutions is undermined,
and can result in public confidence in these institutions being eroded.
b. The power to assign ministerial portfolios to himself
The 20A also allows the president to ‘assign to himself any subject or function and shall remain
in charge of any subject or function not assigned to any Minister’.23 Thus, the president can assign
any ministerial subjects or functions to himself and be vested with extraordinary control over
state affairs. Such disproportionate strengthening of a single institution undermines the system
of checks and balances in government. This ability of the president to control key ministerial
subjects and functions and drive policy decisions at his discretion also undermines the collective
independence of the cabinet of ministers.
Under the 19A, by contrast, the president did not possess the power to assign ministerial
functions and subjects to himself.24
c.

The power to dissolve parliament after two and a half years

The 20A grants the president the power to dissolve parliament after the lapse of two and half
years after its first sitting.25 By doing so, the president can prematurely call for fresh elections in
a bid to secure a more favourable parliamentary composition, which will support his agenda. Such
circumstances can significantly undermine the independence and integrity of parliament.
Under the 19A, the president had the discretion to dissolve parliament only upon the lapse of four
and a half years since its first sitting.26
d. The power to remove the prime minister
Sri Lanka’s parliament follows the traditions of the Westminster model, which recognises the
prime minister as a key official in conducting parliamentary business on behalf of the
government. Under the 20A, the president has the power to unilaterally remove the prime
minister from office.27 This unrestricted power of the president to remove the prime minister
severely weakens the independence of the prime minister and, by extension, the integrity of
parliament. Consequently, the role of parliament in serving as a check against the president and
the executive arm of government is seriously undermined.
Under the 19A, the prime minister was removed from office by his resignation or if he ceases to
be a member of parliament (MP).28
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2) The Parliamentary Council (PC)
The PC was introduced to replace the CC. The CC functioned as a check on the discretion of the
president by approving appointments/removals made by the president in order to safeguard the
independence of government and democratic institutions.29 The CC was composed of ten
members, three of whom were ‘independent members’.30
The PC, on the other hand, could only make “observations” in respect of the decisions of the
president, and the president is not duty bound to comply with the observations of the PC. 31
Accordingly, the president’s discretion in appointing and removing high ranking officers and
members of commissions is virtually unrestricted under the 20A. Further, the PC comprises of
five MPs.32

3) The Cabinet of Ministers
In addition to the president’s ability to assign any subject or function to himself without any
limitation, the following change introduced by the 20A has the effect of making the cabinet of
ministers further subservient to the president:
a. The president determines the composition of Cabinet at his discretion
The 20A empowers the president to appoint MPs to be cabinet ministers in consultation with the
prime minister only where the president ‘considers such consultation to be necessary’.33 In effect,
the president has full discretion in determining the cabinet of ministers. Thus, cabinet ministers
would appear to hold their portfolios at the pleasure of the president, thereby undermining its
ability to function independently.
The position under the 19A was that the president was obliged to seek the advice of the prime
minister when determining and making changes to the composition of the cabinet of ministers.34

4) The Parliament
Apart from the power of dissolution of parliament, two further amendments introduced by the
20A have implications on the accountability of parliament:
a. The passing of ‘urgent’ Bills without public scrutiny
The passing of ‘urgent’ Bills without the opportunity for the public to challenge it in the Supreme
Court was abolished by the 19A. However, the 20A re-introduced the process to pass such ‘urgent’
Bills. ‘Urgent’ Bills on matters relating to i) national security and ii) disaster management can be
directly referred to the Supreme Court for determination within 24 hours (which may be
extended by the president for a period not exceeding 72 hours).35 Thus, laws on the above matters
can be passed by parliament, without the public getting an opportunity to voice their concerns
regarding the constitutional implications of such laws.
b. Reduction of minimum period of prior publication of Bills
When a Bill is placed on the Order Paper of parliament, the public is given a period of seven days
to petition the Supreme Court to challenge its constitutionality.36 Under the 19A, a Bill was
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required to be published in the Gazette at least 14 days before it is placed on the Order Paper.37
The effect of this is that the public would have at least 21 days to petition the Supreme Court.38
However, the 20A requires that a Bill be published in the Gazette only seven (07) days prior to it
being placed on the Order Paper.39 This amendment effectively reduced the time granted to the
public to scrutinize the Bill and petition the Supreme Court from 21 days to 14 days, restricting
the already limited time frame available to the public to meaningfully challenge a Bill.

5) The Judiciary
In addition to the unfettered presidential power over judicial appointments to superior courts,
two other aspects of the 20A have further implications on the independence of the judiciary:
a. Changes to the composition of the Judicial Service Commission (JSC)
The JSC has the constitutional mandate of determining policy in respect of the administration,
transfers, promotion and disciplinary action of judicial officers of the lower courts and courts of
first instance.40 Under the 19A, the Chief Justice and the two most senior judges of the Supreme
Court constituted the JSC.41 Thus, the composition of the JSC was pre-determined and could not
be directly influenced by the president.
Under the 20A, the president directly appoints the other two judges of the JSC at his sole
discretion.42 Therefore, the president can directly affect the composition of the JSC, and thereby
influence judicial policy in respect of judicial officers. This has the potential to seriously
undermine the independence of the judiciary.
b. Increasing the Supreme Court and Court of Appeal benches
The 20A Bill that was published in the Gazette and reviewed by the Supreme Court did not
propose amendments to the composition of apex courts of Sri Lanka. However, as a last-minute
committee stage amendment, it was proposed that the bench of the Supreme Court be increased
from 10 to 16 judges and the bench of the Court of Appeal be increased from 11 to 19 judges.43
This amendment was passed along with the 20A.
During parliamentary debates, the government claimed it was ‘strengthening’ the capacity of the
Supreme Court and the Court of Appeal through this amendment.44 However, the appointment of
the new judges will now be carried out unilaterally by the president under the 20A. Appointing
such a high number of new judges to the apex courts at the discretion of the president can have
far-reaching implication in terms of the independence of the judiciary.

6) Independent Commissions
The 20A vests the president with the authority to appoint members of the independent
commissions at his sole discretion. Thus, the independence of these commissions is undoubtedly
compromised. However, the 20A sought to undermine several of the independent commissions
even further.
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a. Abolishing the National Procurement Commission (NProC) and the Audit Service
Commission (ASC)
The NProC and the ASC were established by the 19A. The NProC had a mandate to formulate
procedures and guidelines for all government procurement and to monitor and report on the
public procurements.45 The ASC was empowered to make independent rules and policies in
respect of the administration, transfer, promotions, and disciplinary matters of the audit service
of Sri Lanka.46 Both these commissions were established to enhance public accountability and
transparency. Nevertheless, both the NProC and the ASC were abolished by the 20A.47
b. Reducing the mandate of the National Police Commission (NPC)
Under the 19A, the NPC was to function as an independent body in charge of the administration
of the police service. Thus, the NPC was vested with the authority to determine the appointment,
transfer, promotion, dismissal, and disciplinary control of police officers. However, under the
20A, the NPC’s mandate was reduced to merely hearing complaints from the public against police
officers. Thus, the police service no longer functions under the oversight of an independent
commission.
Conclusion
The above analysis demonstrates how the principal outcome of the 20A was to elevate the office
of the executive president to a position of immense power. The 20A achieved this outcome by
undermining the independence of other institutions and weakening the system of checks and
balances. Consequently, the separation of powers in the Constitution of Sri Lanka and, by
extension, the accountability and transparency of government has been significantly diminished
by the 20A. These consequences of the 20A can potentially whittle down democratic values and
pave the way for espousal of authoritarian practices in Sri Lanka.
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